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Let X be a Banach space and A a closed and densely defined operator 
in X, consider the following Cauchy Problems on R: 
u’(t) = Au(t), u(0) = 0 (1) 
and 
d’(t) = Au(t), u(0) = x, u’(0) = 0. (11) 
We are interested in conditions on A under which Problem (I), resp. (II), 
has an almost periodic strong solution for every x E fizEo D(A”). These 
problems are connected with the Abstract Cauchy Problem in the space 
of S?(X)-valued distributions, namely with the theory of distribution 
semigroups and cosine distributions. 
In this work, we characterize the infinitesimal generator of an almost 
periodic distribution group, respectively almost periodic cosine distribu- 
tion. 
Application is made to a class of operators in L2 coming from the 
perturbation of the operators d/dt and d2/dt2 by terms of inferior order. 
Our results generalize those of H. Bart and S. Goldberg [2] in the case 
of almost periodic groups and of I. Cioranescu [6] in the case of almost 
periodic operator cosine functions. 
* Supported by the DAAD, West Germany. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
First we introduce the spaces of distributions which are called to play a 
basic role in our considerations. 
Let X be a Banach space; we denote by 
C,(X) = {f: R + X;fis continuous and bounded} 
C,(X) = {f~ C,(X);fis (Bohr) almost periodic}. 
For the study of X-valued almost periodic functions, in short, a.p. func- 
tions, we refer to [ 1, 161. 
Also consider the space 
endowed with the Frechet topology given by the norms 
III f III k = 5 II P’) II 19 
j=O 
k E N,,, where I/ . (( i is the Li-norm. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The space J?(&,L ; X) of all linear and continuous 
operators from 53L~ into X is called the space of the X-valued bounded 
distributions (on R) and is denoted by B’(X). 
We endow B’(X) with the topology of the bounded convergence (in 
which it is complete). 
Since 9 = {Q: R + C; cp E C”, supp cp compact} is dense in 9,-l, the 
elements of B’(X) are X-valued distributions, i.e., elements of g(g; X). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An X-valued distribution TE g(53; X) is called almost 
periodic, in short a.p., if T is the limit in B’(X) of a sequence of X-valued 
trigonometric polynomials; we denote by B&,(X) the space of the a.p. 
X-valued distributions. 
We note that the space C,(X) is, by definition, dense in B&(X). 
The scalar bounded distributions and the a.p. distributions were first 
studied by L. Schwartz [ 141; most of their properties can be transposed to 
the vectorial case without difftculties. 
Thus one can prove exactly as in the scalar case the following (see 
[14, Sects. 8 and 9, Chap. VI]): 
THEOREM 1.1. For TE 9(9; X), the following conditions are mutually 
equivalent :
(i) TE B’(X) (resp. B&,(X)). 
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(ii) There is k E NO such that T = Cr= ,fjj’, where f, E C,(X) (resp. 
C,(X))for O<j,<k. 
(iii) For eoery cp E 9, T * cp E C,(X) (resp. C,(X)). 
(iv) The set (7hT}hER is bounded in LZ’(9; X) (resp. relatively 
compact in B’(X)). 
In (iv), we denoted by rth T the X-valued distribution 
where z_,cp=cp(.+h). 
The structure result in (ii) implies that B’(X) is a subspace of the space 
of the X-valued temperated istributions L?(Y; X) (here Y is the space of 
C”-functions, rapidly decreasing at infinity). 
For f E C,(X), define 
(1.1) 
then we have 
II Jf(f)ll G II f II m = sup II fb)ll (1.2) 
and 
A(f*cp) = A(f) j” + m q(s) ds, VcpE9. 
-cc 
LEMMA 1.1. JA? can be extended (uniquely) to a linear and continuous 
map of B:,(X) into X and we have 
.~(T*cD)=.~(T)~-+~ cp(s)ds, VTE B&(X), cp E 9. (1.3) 
--cc‘ 
ProoJ Observe that A?: C,(X) -+ X defined by (1.1) is linear and 
continuous in the topology induced by B&,(X) on C,(X). Indeed, 
consider a net {f,}l., in C,(X), s.t. f, -+,O in B&(X); then for every 
cp E 9, (fi *q)(s) =f[(z,@) ‘I 0, uniformly on R, since the set (z,@}~~ R is 
bounded in ~8~1; here G(t) = cp( - t), t E R. 
By (1.2), we have that (f,* 40) -+,O. 
But choosing 40 ED, with J? 2 q(s) ds = 1, (1.2) yields (f,) -)[ 0. 
The assertion in the lemma as well as the formula (1.3) is a consequence 
of the density of C,(X) in B&(X). Q.E.D. 
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For TE B&(X), define the “Fourier coefficients” 
ai,( T) = A(e-““T), AER. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let TE B&(X); the following properties hold: 
(i) a>.(T* q)=al(T)/+= e-“cp(s)ds, qE9, ;1eR. (1.4) 
--cc 
(ii) T=O if and only if ai =O, VA E R; moveouev, a,(T) #O only 
for a countable set of 1. 
PvooJ (i) In order to prove (1.4) we only need to observe that it holds 
for T=f, where f E C,(X). 
(ii) The first assertion is then a consequence of the formula (1.4). In 
order to prove the last statement, we remark that we have 
ai( T(j)) = (iA)’ a>.(T), jeNo,l#O. 
Then Theorem 1.1 (ii) implies 
a,(T)= i al(fJi’)= i (U)ja,(f;), 1 #O. 
j=O j=O 
Since for every 0 <j< k, a,(h) # 0 only for a countable set of 1, the 
proof is achieved. Q.E.D. 
For TE &?(9; X) and x* in the dual X* of X, denote by x* 0 T the scalar 
distribution 
(x*0 T)(cp) = <x*7 T(cp)), cpE9. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If TE B&,(X), then for every x* E X, x*0 TE B& 
( = B&(C)) and 
aA(x* 0 T) = (x*, aA( T)), AER. (1.5) 
Proof We obviously have that 
(x* 0 T)*q = (x*, T*cp), VcpEsB; 
hence x* 0 T is a.p. as a consequence of the characterization (iii) of 
Theorem 1.1. 
The formula (1.5) is true when T is an a.p. X-valued function; the genera1 
case can be deduced by a density argument. Q.E.D. 
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2. ALMOST PERIODIC DISTRIBUTION GROUPS 
In what follows, X will be a Banach space and T(X) the space of all 
linear and continuous operators on X. We consider a closed and densely 
defined operator in X, with its domain D(A) endowed with the graph 
norm. Denote by D” = flFzO D(A”); then D” is a Frechet space with the 
family of norms 
Next we recall some facts concerning the distribution groups introduced 
by J. L. Lions [ll]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A distribution d E Y(9; cY(X; D(A))) 
supp Q c [0, + co), which commutes with A and satisfies 
cY-As=s@r 
with 
is called a distribution semigroup; the operator A is called its infinitesimal 
generator. 
A distribution 6’~ 9(9; P’(X)) is called a distribution group if 
b(cp*$) = b(p). a(+), Vq, $ E 9, and 6 = 8, + h, where CC,?+ and h are 
distribution semigroups. 
Here we used the notation 6 for the distribution defined by 
&(~p)=&~(@), cp~9, where $(t)=cp(--t), PER. 
If d is a distribution group and A, are respectively the infinitesimal 
generators of &+ and d , then A+ = -A- = A is called the infinitesimal 
generator of 6; then 8 satisfies the equation 
&‘-A&=0. (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.2. A distribution group d is called: 
(i) bounded if 6 E B’(Y(X)); 
(ii) almost periodic if for every XEX the x-valued distribution KXk, 
defined by gX(cp) = b(rp) x, cp E 9, is almost periodic. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following conditions are mutually equivalent for a 
linear operator A in X: 
(i) A is the generator of a bounded distribution group. 
(ii) A is densely defined, the spectrum a(A) E iR, and there is k E N, 
such that 
II R(z; A)ll Gconst. 
(1 + Iz12Y 
, Rez, , Rez#O (2.2) 
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and 
II j 
+a; 
sup eisl(l + f2)-&+2) 
esOseR --c1; 
x[R(c+it;A)-R(-E+it;A)]dt < +m. 
II, 
(2.3) 
(iii) The resolvent set p(A) # 0 and A, = A 1 D” generates in Y(D*) 
an equi-continuous group of class CO. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). The distribution group E generated by A is tempered 
and by the results of J. L. Lions [11] and J. Chazarain [3], we have 
R(z; A)= 
cY+(eCTr) for Rez>O 
-de (e-“) for Rez<O. (2.4) 
Conversely, for every E > 0 and cp E Y it holds that 
R(+E+ it;A).$(--t)dt (2.5) 
with e(t) = l’: e-“‘cp(s) ds. 
Since &EB’(Z(X)), there is nc No such that 
II ill Gconst. Ill c~/l/~, cpE9Ll. 
We shall call the least integer n satisfying the above inequality the order 
of 8. 
Then the estimate (2.2) is a consequence of the formula (2.4), with 2k> 
the order of 8. 
Denote by 
H if+& (pGC2k+I; cp(j’~L’, O<j<2k+2). 
Then by the choice of k we can extend b+ to H$+2. Moreover for every 
(PE H$+2, its Fourier transform @ has the property that 
sup (1 +?)k+l I+?(t)\ < +co. 
fER 
Hence we conclude that the formulas (2.5) hold for every cp E H$+ 2; this 
yields, uniformly on bounded subsets of Hi!+2, 
b(cp)= lim ‘j +a [R(E+Iz;A)-R(-&+$A)] e-0217 -= 
x @(-t) dr, (PE Hz+*. (2.6) 
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Consider the fundamental solution E of the equation 
E=6; 
then EE C2kt2 (R) and decreases exponentially at infinity with all its 
derivatives up to the 2k + 3 order [ 141; hence E e Hi:+ 3. Moreover the 
Fourier transform of z,E is e-j”!. (1 + t2))(k’2), VSE R, and E’ E Hz+2. 
It is clear now that (2.3) follows from (2.6). 
(ii) 3 (i). The estimate (2.2) for the resolvent of the operator A implies 
that it is the infinitesimal generator of a tempered distribution group 
(see [7]) given on 9’ by the formula (2.6). 
Consider a function cp E 9’; then using (2.3), we have 
II&(va)ll =fyo& 11 jr [R(E+it;A)-R(-&+it;A)]gq-t)dt m 
= lim -L 
Ii j
+= (1 + t2)-(k+2) 
E’02z7 -a 
+CC 
X eis’(l+t2)-(k+2)(R(c+it;A)-R(-E+it;A))dt ds 
-cc 
6 const. iI/ v III 2(k + 2). 
1 Ii 
Hence d E B’( Y(X)). 
(i)* (iii). We merely have to imitate the proof of Theorem 2 of 
D. Fujiwara in [lo]. 
Let n be the order of the distribution & and r a parametrix of the 
equation 
6’” + 2)*r = 6 + 0, 
where o E 9 and TE C;(R). Then ro H”,, and therefore b(r,T) E P’(X), 
Vt E R. Moreover it holds that 
II~hr)lI am. lllrili,, tER. (2.7) 
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For x = a($) y, 1c/ E9, y E X, we define T,x = G$*I,G; then it follows that 
IT,xl,=llAPT~xll~llAPb(G (n + 2)*r*rt$) y 1) + )I APcqu*$) y 1) 
= IIA n+p+2cqT,r)Xll + (Icqw(qxII, tER,pENo. 
Hence by (2.7) 
I T,xIpGconst. (IxI,+~+~+ Ilxll), t E R. (2.8) 
Since Im d = {x E X; x = a($) y, $ E D, y E X) is dense in X, we can 
extend each T, continuously to D” and it was proved in [lo] that the 
family {TtlIER is a group of class C, in 6p(O”), with the infinitesimal 
generator A, (see also [ 151). The inequality (2.8) shows that this group 
is equi-continuous. 
(iii) =P (i). We can assume that 0 E p(A); then, if (T,),, u is the group 
generated by A, in 9’(P), we define, for q E ~3~1, 
8(q)x=J+= q(t) T,xdt, XED”. 
--3c 
We have 
&(~)x=[+~ q(t) APT,A-Pxd,=j-z q’P’(t) T,A-pxdt, PENO. --m 53 
For P E No such that II T,x II < const. 1 x lp, t E R, we obtain 
II b(v) x II G const. Ill cp lllB . II x II , XED~, 
This implies that 6’ can be extended to an element of B’(Y(X)). The 
proof of the fact that B is a distribution group appears in 
[ 15, Theorem 4.11. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d be an a.p. distribution group of infinitesimal generator 
A; thenforeveryxEXandiER 
aA&) E WA 1 and Aa, = Ua,(&). 
Proof. First consider x of the form x = &‘(+) y, I,!J E 9, y E X; then for 
each cp E 9 we have that 
&(cp) = Qcp) .a($) Y = &(cp*ll/) Y = (<“*cl (cp). 
Hence the distribution & is equal to the a.p. X-valued function 4,*&. 
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Let us compute, for cp E 9, 
&(cp 1 J@(4) 
=8(q). lim t-’ I ’ (@j)(s) ds I-+X 0 
= lim t-’ s ’ &cp) &CT,+) Y ds ,-Co 0 
f 
= lim t-i S(cp*rslc/) y ds = lim CC’ ’ b(t,cp*$) Y ds r-cc I 0 r-00 s 0 
= lim t-l 
r--rm I 
’ b(z,cp)xds= lim t-’ 
0 1-s s ’ (K*@)(s) ds 0 
=~(~~*~)=~(~).j+~~(s)ds. 
-m 
We used (1.3) to obtain the last equality, 
Hence we have that for every x E Im &‘, 
4~) J(4) = JU&) j” + 3c ds) ds. (2.9) -m 
But since Im 6 is dense in X and A?’ is continuous, it follows that (2.9) 
is true for each XEX. Furthermore, we observe that (2.9) yields 
b(cp’) A(&,) = 0, V’cpE9. (2.10) 
Now let {cp,>, CC%?, supp (Pi c (0, + co), be such that (Pi +” 6 in the 
space of the distributions with compact support. 
Then by (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain 
acp?J A(G?,) -J-+ 46) 
and 
ad) Jtt(K) = 0. 
Then A?‘(c?~) E D(A) and A J%~/(c&) = 0 (see [ 111). 
Now consider A E R, A# 0. Obviously, e Pi”& is a distribution group with 
the infinitesimal generator A - iA& moreover e-j”& is a.p. Then by the first 
part of the proof, 
Uj,(~~)=~(e-‘~‘~~)ED(A) and (A - w ai.(a 
=(A-ilZ)Af(eC”d)=O; 
this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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We can now give the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 8 be a distribution group with infinitesimal generator 
A; then d is a.p. if and on/y if 8 is bounded and the set of the eigenvectors 
qf A is total in X, 
Prooj: To prove the “if” part, we recall that o(A) c iR, since 6 is 
bounded. 
For x E X, we have that x = lim, xi= i ajkxjk, with a.jk FC and xjk the 
eigenvector for the eigenvalue is, E iR; then 
in B’(X). (2.11) 
But 
hence J’+ = e “JA, and (2.11) implies that 4x E B&(X). 
Convekely, assume that <r E B&,(X), Vx E X, then by Theorem l.l(iii) 
&Q:*q = (b*q) x E C,(X) c C,(X). (2.12) 
For a fixed 40 E 63, consider the one-parameter family in g(X), 
F,= (E*cp)(t), t ER; by (2.12), the set {FoleR is pointwise bounded in 
y(X). Then by the Banach-Steinhauss Theorem, it is norm bounded in 
U(X), i.e., d*cp E C,(p(X)) and so, again by Theorem l.l(iii), 
d E B’(Y(X)). 
In order to prove the “only if” part, suppose that the set Y of the 
eigenvectors of A is not total in X; then there is an x* E X*, x* #O, 
s.t. (x*, Y) = 0. In particular, by Lemma 2.1., if follows that 
<x*, aj.(cf’x)) = 0, VI E R, x E X. 
Then by (1.5) and Proposition 1.2, we obtain that al(x* o 6”) = 0, 
t/A E R, x E X. Proposition 1.1 implies that x* o G; = 0, i.e., (x*, b(cp) x) = 0, 
Vcp E 9, xo X. Since Im d is dense in X, it follows x* = 0, which is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. A closed and densely defined operator A in X is the 
ir$nitesimaI generator of an a.p. distribution group if and onIy if a(A) G rR, 
the set of the eigenvectars of A is to@ itz X, and the resoioent of A satisfies 
the estimations (2.2) and (2.3). 
Prooj It is a direct consequence of the above theorem and the 
equivalence (i) 0 (ii) in Proposition 2.1. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. If A is the infinitesimal generator of an a.p. distribution 
group, then the Abstract Cauchy Problem (1) has a unique a.p. solution for 
every x E D”. 
ProoJ: Let be {T,jrcR the equi-continuous group of class C, generated 
by A, in Y(D”) and consider XE D”. We infer that u(t) = T,x, t ER, is 
the unique a.p. solution of Problem (I). 
Indeed, the equi-continuity implies that the function u is uniformly 
continuous on R. Since it is equal to the a.p. distribution E,, it is not 
difficult to check (we use again Theorem l.l(iii)) that u E C,(X). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. It is not difficult to see that A generates an a.p. distribu- 
tion group iff A, generates in 6p(D”) an equi-continuous a.p. group of 
class C,; then the property of the eigenvectors of A to be total in D” could 
be obtained by adapting suitably to Frtchet spaces the proof of 
Bart-Goldberg from [2]. 
We preferred the presented method, first because it involves the almost- 
periodicity only in Banach spaces and second, because Lemma 2.1 could be 
interesting in itself. 
We conclude this section with the following application. 
Denote by 
6=(a:R-,C;o=ao+a,,a~‘=l/a,a,~L~,a,~L2} (2.13) 
and consider in L2 the operator 
Af = -o-'(of )’ with 
D(A)= {feL*;afisabsolutelycontinuous, o-‘(of)‘~L~}. 
(2.14) 
Then we have the 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A is the infnitesimalgenerator of a bounded istribution 
group. 
ProoJ: Define 
g+(cp)f=a-YV+ *of), fEL2, cPE9> (2.15) 
where cp + = H+I and H is Heaviside’s function. 
First let us prove that 8, E B’(3’(L2)). To this aim, we observe that 
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Indeed, (p+ *af=cp+ *aof+q+ * CS~ f and by Young’s Theorem, since 
cp + E L’ and a,f~ L*, then cp + * o,f~ L*; similarly, cp + * a I f e L* since 
a,fEL’ and c+J+EL’. 
Let r be a parametrix of the equation 
We may assume r~ L”, with a bounded support, and WE 9, 
supp cp c (0, + co). Then we have 
of=a,f-alf*o+((rlf*r)). 
Let us compute 
dlla-‘ILllcp. *af II2 
d II c - I II m . Ill cp Ill 1 . ( II 60 II m . II f II 2 + II fJ I f II 1 . II 0.) II 2 + II CJ I f II I II r II 2 1 
d II CJ - I II co * III cp III 1 II f II 2( II co II oc + II fJ1 II 2 II CfJ II 2 + II 01 II 2 . II U2) 
(we used the following Young’s inequality several times 
IIf*gllrdllf lIl.II gll2, f E L’, g E L*; (11 . II 2 is the L2-norm)). 
Hence 
i.e., 6 E B’(3(L2)). 
II S(cp)II d const. III cp III I, (2.16) 
A simple computation yields 
cq, *of I'= cq+l"* of= (cp'), * ~f+vo(o).d 
where [ 1’ means the distributional derivative. 
Hence 8, (cp) f E D(A), for every 50 E 9; ICE L*, and 
~~+Wf=-~-'w)+ *~f)+cp(O).f 
= -&+(cp')f+cp(O)f=d',(cp).f+6(40).f. 
409/148/2-13 
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It is easy to see that we also have 
~+:,(cp)Af=A~+(cp)f, for feD(A) 
and thus &‘+ is a bounded distribution semigroup of generator A. 
In a similar way, we can prove that -A is the generator of the bounded 
distribution semigroup & , where 
Hence A is the generator of a bounded distribution group. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.2. The distribution semigroup (2.15) was first studied in [4]; 
it is not difficult to see that by (2.16) 
l+lz/ 
II Nz; A )I1 d const. , Rez, , for Rez#O. 
In case the function 0 is a.e. differentiable, then Af= -f’ - G -’ c’ .L 
LED. 
It is clear that if ar 1, then F coincides with the group of translations 
on L2. 
Moreover, it was observed that for a large subclass of 6, namely 
6, = { 0 E 6; 32, > 0 s.t. a-%,00 4 L” > the distribution semigroup 8+ is 
proper in the sense that it is not given by a usual semigroup of operators 
in Y(L2). 
3. ALMOST PERIODIC COSINE DISTRIBUTIONS 
As in the previous section, A will be a closed and densely defined 
operator in the Banach space X. 
Consider a distribution SE d;p($ 9(X; D(A))) with supp SC [0, + GO), 
commuting with A and satisfying the equation 
S”-AS=d@I. 
Then C= S’ is the solution of the equation 
C”-AC=d’@I. 
Such distributions were studied by J. Chazarain [3] and H. 0. Fattorini 
c91. 
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We observe that the distributions 3 and c satisfy the equations 
3”-A,$=6QI and cl”- At= -6’0 I. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We call the distribution Y = S - 3, resp. %? = C + c, a 
sine distribution, resp. cosine distribution. 
The operator A will be called their infinitesimal generator. 
It is obvious that 
p=-y,g=q and 9” = AY, W = A. 
The sine and cosine distributions may be studied by means of the theory 
of the distribution semigroups. In this way, it was observed in [9] that 
E= 
is a distribution semigroup on the Banach space Xx X, with the generator 
Let 
(3.1) 
Then 8 is a distribution group and from the functional equation 
&(cp * $) = b(cp) IS($), cp, $ E 9, we can easily deduce the functional 
equation of the cosine distribution 
DEFINITION 3.2. A cosine distribution %Z is called 
(i) bounded if % E B’(Y(X)); 
(ii) almost periodic if qx E B&(X), for every x E X. 
The following result is the generalization of a well known result of 
H. 0. Fattorini on generators of strongly continuous operator cosine func- 
tions [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be the generator of a bounded cosine distribution 
%T; then A generates a bounded holomorphic distribution semigroup on 
Rez > 0. 
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ProoJ: For every t > 0, the function s --) e Ps2/4r is in LSLl. We define 
-j& V(e-s2’4’), for t > 0 u = 
f 
0, for t <O. 
We shall prove that by means of the formula 
u(q) x = s cc q(t) U,x dt, cpEL3, XEX, 0 (3.2) 
a bounded distribution semigroup, whose infinitesimal generator is A, is 
defined. 
For cp E ~3~1, we denote 
(Q)(s) = [o+m & ep”2/4’cp(t) dt. 
Then we assert that Lcp E ~29~1. Indeed, it is clear that Lcp E L’ and that 
II J% II 1 G 2 II cp II 1 . (3.3) 
We have 
(Lp).(s)= -6’~~~e-““‘~(t)dt, s#O. 
It is not difficult to see that the function Lq is continuous on R\(O); 
moreover we have 
lim (Lq)’ (s) = -q(O). (3.4) 
s-0 
In fact, we remark that 
s 
+ s -e-s2l4ldt= 
0 2t,lfJ; 
hence 
(~cp)’ (s) + q(O) = - lTotrn k e-“2/4’(v(t) - v(O)) dt. 
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Using the continuity of cp at the origin and after some manipulations the 
limit (3.4) is obtained. 
Then (Lq)’ EL’ and we have 
i.e., 
II (~3) II I < cow. Ill cp Ill 1 .
A simple computation yields 
(3.5) 
(L~)“(s)=j~+~ ( -;+;)-+y-s2~4rq$t)dt= -L(@)(s) 
and more generally 
(Lq?)‘2”’ = (- 1)” L(q’“‘). (3.6) 
It is clear that Lq E gL1 and using (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain that 
11 L? 11 2k d const. 111 v 111 k? VkeN. (3.7) 
Now formula (3.2) can be written as 
Wcp) = eQ)Y cPE%l 
and by the continuity of G?Z and (3.7) we have 
11 u(v)11 <corm l/l v 111 k? for some k E N, 
Hence UE B’ (T(X)). 
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Let cp E 9; using (3.4) we have 
U’(q) = - U(rp’) = -W(L(cp’)) = %q(Lfp)“) = W’(Lql) 
=A%?(Lql)+6’(L.q?) .I=AU(p)-(Lfp)‘(O)‘z 
= ‘4 U(cp) + do) 1, 
i.e., U is the fundamental solution of the equation 
U’-AU=6@I. 
Consequently U is a bounded distribution semigroup. 
We note that we can extend R, 3 t -+ U, E Y(X) to the half space 
Rez>O by 
UZ = & %7(e-“2J4’) 
and that the map z + U, E 9(X) is holomorphic for Rez > 0. This implies 
that the distribution semigroup U is holomorphic for Rez > 0 in the sense 
of Mosco-Da Prato [13], i.e., the map z --) (l/z) U(&t/z))EL?(X) for 
Rez > 0. 
Indeed, we only need to note that 
+J(~(f))=tjbY~(f)U,dt=j;~(s)USZds, cp~9’. Q.E.D. 
In [ 121, D. Lutz proved that the generator of a bounded strongly con- 
tinuous operator cosine function has its spectrum a(A) on R = ( - cc, 0 J. 
This result can be generalized as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If A is the i~f~~ite~irna~ generator of a bounded cosine 
distribution then o(A) G R _ . 
ProoJ Let V=C+C? with suppCc[O, +co] and C”-AC=6’@I; 
since %? is bounded, then C is bounded too. It is easy to see that 
zR(z’; A) = 
C(e -“) for Re.z>O 
- CT(e-“) for Rez<O. (3.8) 
Hence if z* E a(A), then necessarily Rez = 0, i.e., z* E R _ . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is the generator of a bounded cosine distribution; 
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(ii) A is densely defined, a(A) c R _, and there is k E NO such that 
11 zR(z’; A)\1 < const. (I+ mk 
(Rez( ’ 
Rez#Q 
and 
e’s’t(l + p-(k+2) 
x[R((~+it)~;A)-R((-~+it)~;A)]dt <+co; 
II 
(3.10) 
(iii) p(A) #d and A, generates in Lf(D”) an equi-continuous 
strongly continuous cosine function. 
ProoJ (i) = (ii). The estimate (3.9) is a consequence of the formula 
(3.8), with 2k > the order of C. 
Since C and S are tempered, we have 
S(q) = A. f&I,” R(z2; A) +(iz) dz, rpE~,&>O. 
E lot 
This yields 
e p”‘C(rp) =&f+” (E + it) R((E + it)2; A) ij( - t) dt 
m 
and 
Then by a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 
’ t$( - t) dt, (p/E Hz+2 
uniformly on bounded subsets of Hz,k;+2. 
Taking now cp = T,E, s E R, where E is the fundamental solution of the 
equation (1 - d2/ds2)k +2 E=6, we obtain (3.10) (recall that E’E H$+2). 
(ii) = (i). We merely have to repeat the proof of the analogue implica- 
tion on Theorem 2.1. 
(i) =z. (iii). We consider a parametrix I- of the equation 
S(2n+2) * r=(j+w, 
where 2n 3 the order of the distributon %‘; we can suppose l-e H$. 
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For every x E Im % of the form x = @(II/) y, II/ E 9, y E A’, we put 
Ctx=W~,ll/‘)Y, tER. 
Then we have 
I C,x Ip = II APC,x II Q II AP%(6 (2n+2))*Z-*r,$+)yIl + IIAP~(co*$+)yll 
G IIA n+P+‘%‘(~,r) XII + 119?(o) Apex)/ 
,<const. Oxln+p+2+ 1~1~). 
We can therefore extend C, continuously to an operator in .P’(D”). The 
family W,L is then an equi-continuous operator cosine function in 
2’(0”) with infinitesimal generator A, (see also [S]). 
(iii)*(i). If {Ct}raR is the cosine function generated by A, in 
Z(Dm), for cp E BLl, we define 
Q?(q~)x=s+~ q(t)C,xdt, XED”. (3.11) 
-cc 
For XE D”, zo~p(A), and peiVo s.t. II C,x(/ Gconst. (xJp, t ER, we have 
II Wcp) x II = 
II 
j’: cp(t)(z,Z- A)P C,RP(zo; A) x dt 
II 
= 11 j’: B(t)(~o-$)p(.~~P(zo;A)xdtl( 
= I( j:+ (zo+$)” q(t). C,RP(zo; A) x dt 
!I 
9 const. IIIv Ill 2p . II APRP(zo, A ) x II < cmt. III cp Ill 2p . II x II . 
This implies that P? can be extended to an element of B’(P(X)). It is not 
difficult to verify that %? is a cosine distribution (see [S] ). Q.E.D. 
After all these preliminaries, we can begin to study the a.p. cosine 
distributions. We start with 
LEMMA 3.1. Let %? be an a.p. cosine distribtion with infinitesimal 
generator A; then for every x E X and i E R, 
a,dK) E W 1 and Aa, (GZx) = -n2a,(%TY). 
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Proof. Let x = V($) y, $ E 9, y E X, then for every cp E 9 we have 
Hence the distribution @TX is equal to %$ * tj +, where Ic/ + = (II, + $)/2. 
=%(cp) lim t-i ‘e-‘““(%$ * $+)(s) ds 
,-CC s 0 
= lim t-’ ’ e-““%‘(cp) V(r,$+)y ds 
t+co s 0 
(we used the fact that %(cp * +‘) = U((o) V($‘), Vq, $ ~9). 
Consequently we proved that for every x E Im %, 
~(rp)~~(~~)=n;(~~).j+~ e-““cp+(s)ds, V~IE~). (3.12) 
As a result of the fact the Im 8’ oTthe distribution semigroup &’ given by 
(3.1) is dense in Xx X, we deduce that Im V is dense in X. Hence the same 
continuity argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 allows us to affirm 
that (3.12) is true for every x E X. 
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Now consider a sequence {cp,},, c 9, (P” even, Vn E N, and such that 
cp, -+n 6 in the space of the distributions with compact support. Then by 
(3.12), we have 
C(d) aMx) = 0, VnEN, 
and 
We shall prove that (O”b’x) )E o(a), where S? is the generator of the 
distribution group d given by (3.1). 
Indeed, the above convergences yield 
and 
Hence, ( “$~~‘) E D(d) and 
i.e., aA E D(A) and Aa,(‘G&) = -A’aj.(%‘x). Q.E.D. 
Now we can give the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let %T be a cosine distribution and A its infinitesimal 
generator; then %? is a.p. if and only if G9 is bounded and the set of the 
eigenvectors of A is total in X. 
ProoJ: First suppose that 9? is bounded and that the set of the eigenvec- 
tors of A is total in X, 
By Proposition 3.2, we have that G(A) c R- . 
For every x E X, there are eigenvectors xik associated to the eigenvectors 
-&ER-, s.t. C;,,oljkxjk +,,x, for some oljkeC. Then C;=,@jk%x, +,% 
in B’(x). 
k 
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But since we have 
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it follows that 5~‘~ E B&(X). 
Conversely, suppose %? is a.p.; then using a similar argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 we conclude that % E B’(y(X)). 
Finally, suppose that the set Y of the eigenvectors of A is not total; then 
there is x* # 0 s.t. (x*, Y ) = 0. 
By Lemma 3.1, we obtain that 
(X*, Uj,(~~))=aj.(X*‘~~)=O, VI. E R, VXEX. 
Then (x*, W(q) x) = 0, Vq E 9, and the density of Im %? in X implies that 
x* = 0, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a bounded cosine 
distribution V and suppose that the set of the eigenvectors of A is total in X; 
then the abstract Cauchy Problem (II) has a unique a.p. solution for every 
XEP. 
Proof. The a.p. solution of the Cauchy Problem (II) for x E D 13 is given 
by u(t) = C,x; the proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Once more consider a function 0 E 6, where 6 is the space of functions 
defined in (2.13) and define in L* the operator 
Bf=a-‘(af)“, with 
D(B)= (fEL2; of and (of)’ are absolutely continuous, a-‘(of)“~L’}. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.4. B is the infinitesimal generator of a bounded cosine 
distribution. 
Proof. Consider the distribution group & = 8, + &- with 8, given by 
(2.17) and with the infinitesimal generator A given by (2.14). It is an easy 
matter to see that ‘% = (8 + 8)/2 is a bounded cosine distribution with 
generator B = A’. 
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